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In order to improve image reconstructions, diﬀerent classes of nonlinear inversion algorithms are developed and used in diﬀerent research topics like imaging processes in oil industry or the characterization of complex porous media or multiphase ﬂows. These algorithms are able to avoid local minima and to reach more adapted minima of a given misﬁt function between observed/measured and computed data. Techniques as diﬀerent as electrical, ultrasound or potential methods, are used. We present here a nonlinear algorithm that allows us to produce permittivity images by using electrical capacitance tomography (ECT). ECT is a non-invasive technique to image non-conductive permittivity distributions and is used in many oil industry imaging applications such as multiphase ﬂows in pipelines, ﬂuidized bed reactors, mixing vessels, and tanks of phase separation. Even if the ECT technique provides low resolution reconstructions, it is cheap, robust and very fast when compared to other imaging tools. In this method one or more rings of electrodes excite a medium to be imaged at high frequencies, and more particularly at frequencies for which a static electrical potential ﬁeld has fully developed. In many studies of other research groups only one ring of sources is introduced but the reconstruction accuracy was not totally satisfactory due to the 3D nature of the problem to be solved. Instead of using nonlinear stochastic algorithms like the simulated annealing (SA) technique that we optimized in previous studies to image permittivity distributions of granular or solid materials as well as real oil–gas or two-phase ﬂows in 2D cylindrical vessel conﬁgurations, we propose here a new ECT inversion tool to image permittivities in a 3D cylindrical conﬁguration. 3D stochastic optimization methods such as SA, neural networks, genetic algorithms can become computationally too prohibitive, and classical local or linear inversion methods excessively smooth images in many cases. Therefore, we propose here a 3D parallel inversion procedure with diﬀerent numbers of rings and diﬀerent L p norms, with1 < p ⩽ 2 , applied to the model regularization of the misﬁt function to increase the resolution of the models after inversion. We are able to better reconstruct two-phase and three-phase (oil, gas and solids) mixtures by combining L p -norm regularizations of the misﬁt function to minimize and several rings of electrodes. All these algorithms have been implemented in a more general parallel framework TOMOFAST-X designed for multi-physics joint inversion purposes, and could also be used in other ﬁelds of research such as larger-scale geophysical exploration for instance.



1. Introduction In the last two decades many eﬀorts have been made to image multicomponent materials or multiphase ﬂows with solids in diﬀerent research contexts such as ﬂuid and gas extraction and analysis in oil/gas industry applications, multiphase ﬂow imaging, geophysical exploration and geological material characterization (ﬂuid-ﬁlled porous media



⁎



for instance) and ﬂuidized granular beds imaging for catalytic cracking washing processes using electrical, potential or even electromagnetic methods with diﬀerent discretization techniques [1–5]. Here we propose to image multicomponent materials passing through a cylindrical vessel in which oil, gas and/or solids are present in a 3D conﬁguration by using an electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) technique. In previous applications, diﬀerent researchers have tried to image these
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kinds of ﬂows or composite materials by using simple linear optimization techniques or nonlinear optimization techniques based on adjoint theory, in which sensitivity kernels are introduced, or based on stochastic techniques. Indeed, ECT is an ill-posed problem because the number of available data is much smaller than the number of parameter unknowns (permittivity distributions or assigned pixels) and then different techniques need to be designed to reduce the non-uniqueness problem by constraining the problem with additional information and/ or regularization terms. In order to improve permittivity distribution images obtained by electrical capacitance tomography/ECT, several aspects thus need to be taken under consideration simultaneously. Generally, 2D inversion problems are solved but 3D inversions should give better images because of the three-dimensional nature of the real problem, and optimal lengths of the electrodes should be introduced in experimental setups as well as optimal numbers of electrodes and spatial conﬁgurations of these electrodes (several planes of electrodes instead of only one for instance). It is suggested that the optimal length of the electrodes should be the same as the width or diameter of the sensor [6]. The eﬀect of the number of electrodes is also essential, and a ring/plane with a minimum and optimal number of 12 electrodes has been for instance proposed in almost all ECT sensors [7]. Also, combinations/ connections of diﬀerent electrodes to form clusters of electrodes allow one to increase and enrich the capacitance data sets and then improve image resolutions [8]. Two planes of electrodes have also been used by [9,10] to compute the ﬂow velocities through a pipe via the correlation of time delays over a time period. But images that are computed with Linear Back-Projection/LBP or Tikhonov techniques are still too smooth. Several rings have been used to increase accuracy of the permittivity distributions. And, clearly, nonlinear approaches give better solutions by iterating several times the inversion process with several sensitivity matrices resettings. The resulting images are less smooth, but they still remain smooth. Commonly, imaging techniques use linearized methods such as back-projection algorithms based on Levenberg-Marquardt or Preconditioned projected Landweber methods, or classical Tikhonov least-square and gradient-based methods (Gauss-Newton, steepest descent, …). They are applied mainly to two-phase ﬂow reconstructions and are based on gray level solutions corresponding to normalized permittivity distributions between zero and one. The related algorithms are designed to minimize a data misﬁt function constrained by a L2 -norm model regularization term. But these techniques smooth the images too much [11,12]. Diﬀerent improvements have been added to overcome these problems. For instance, window function-based regularization has been used to better constrain the ill-posed nature of the problem, but solutions still do not clearly remove numerical artefacts that come from small singular values [13]. Such linear techniques have been applied to image multiphase ﬂows as complex as ﬂames in porous media [14] or deposits in pipelines. Limited-region ECT has been used to improve Tikhonov least-square approaches [15] in the context of detection of diﬀerent deposit regimes and ﬁne deposits with diﬀerent resolution ranges [9]. Nonlinear adjoint theory has been used to improve the images by ﬁnding better optima of the data misﬁt function. A linearization of the misﬁt function is introduced, in which sensitivity maps of permittivity perturbations are computed on 2D ﬁnite element meshes [16]. But the Tikhonov approach, based on L2 -norm model regularization, still smooths the solution. The shapes of objects and interfaces between diﬀerent phases are not well reproduced and are still too smoothed or blurred. In addition, techniques such as Total Variation (TV) [17], in which regularization terms applied to the model are taken as a L1-norm function of the model or the gradient of this model, have been designed to take into account sparsity in the models and better describe the object boundaries [18]. To solve the minimization problems in which non-diﬀerentiable L1-norm (absolute values) model regularization functions are used, soft-thresholding techniques have been developed,



such as ISTA or FISTA algorithms, to minimize the related L1-norm terms, but they are diﬃcult to stabilize and need a large number of iterations to converge [19–21]. [22–24] applied these kinds of algorithms to treat the L1-norm regularization term on the models. A softthresholding approach is used by following similar procedures as those proposed in [19] to avoid the problems of non-diﬀerentiability of absolute-value functions involved in the misﬁt function. A diﬃculty is to ﬁnd the good range of regularization parameters. If the regularization parameter is too high the algorithm hardly converges and solutions even remain extremely close to the a priori model. LBP or preconditioned Landweber iteration [11] algorithms involved in such L1-norm based minimization algorithms still produce strong artefacts if no suitable damping factor is used [7,22], which is not a straightforward task. Diﬀerent groups have developed linear algorithms to image gas or oil distributions, such as the gradient-based technique with bounded models (Projected Landweber) [22] or unbounded models [12], Tikhonov [25,23] or least-square [16] algorithms with diﬀerent model regularizations. They are commonly based on the L2 norm model minimization. Besides, L1 norm-based algorithms like ISTA or FISTA [26,20,21,19] are applied to diﬀerent classes of problems that have been used in geophysical exploration or electrical imaging problems, but some thresholding parameters need to be tuned, and complex iterative algorithms are used to make the inversion algorithms converge. Usually, total variation minimization techniques that can be interpreted as an L1 norm minimization of the gradient of the model are used [18]. In the last decade, other researchers have focused their efforts on developing multi-method and multi-scale techniques to overcome strong smoothing and numerical artefacts appearing in the images. In order to look for more accurate and faster computations, more complex misﬁt functions have been introduced to constrain the models through regularization of the model, of the gradients and/or of the Laplacian of the models. They have also been introduced in stochastic approaches such as simulated annealing. Other groups have worked on stochastic-based algorithms such as neural network approaches [27–29] but they can become computationally expensive in 3D due to the fact that they explore the whole space of solutions. Another nonlinear optimization technique based on simulated annealing has been developed by [30–32] and allows one to reconstruct solutions in 2D conﬁgurations for the case of two or three components, for instance non-mixed gas–solid-liquid ﬂows or granular materials. Similar simulated annealing algorithms have also been applied to electrical impedance tomography, which involves the resolution of a forward Poisson’s equation very similar to the one used in ECT [33]. The advantage of this SA nonlinear technique lies in the fact that solutions are less smooth than with the L2 norm based linear/gradient methods, but it is still computationally expensive. Solutions combining gradient-based methods and stochastic methods has been investigated. For instance, [34] show results provided by techniques of diﬀerent levels of diﬃculty, from simple linearized local optimization algorithms such as LBP or Gauss-Newton to generalized total LSQR techniques using homotopy methods and/or nonlinear/stochastic techniques (Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization, simulated annealing, etc …). A hybrid technique can ﬁrst use a homotopy algorithm to ﬁnd a ﬁrst local optimal a priori solution, then use a QPSO method, and ﬁnally a SA algorithm. In [35], diﬀerent spatial regularization operators (of ﬁrst and second order) are applied to the model using both L1 and L2 norms that are mixed, and multiscale/compression operators are involved in the minimization processes. A group of researchers [25,23,36] has developed a generalized weighted total LSQR (GWT-LSQR) method, also called extended regularized total LSQR method, that combines L1 and L2 norm-based model regularization terms. Noise is also taken into account in both the data and the models in the inversions in order to show the robustness of the algorithm [36] and improve resulting images. The diﬀerent regularization functions are introduced to stabilize the L1 norm regularization 429
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four bubbles present in an oil matrix, to estimate its resolution and study its smoothing. We then study a more complex heterogeneous model with three phases. Besides the study of the misﬁt function, we have parallelized both the forward problem that is based on a ﬁnite-volume discretization of a cylindrical conﬁguration and the inversion solver. At each inversion cycle this forward problem is solved to compute the capacitance data for a current model and also to obtain a related sensitivity matrix that is used to obtain the model perturbation after each inversion cycle under the regularization constraint. This paper is organized as follows. In a ﬁrst part we show the setup conﬁguration. In a second part we explain the algorithm that we use for the forward problem and for the inversion procedure. In a third part we study the impact of the mesh resolution on the computed capacitance data and the images obtained after inversion with one ring, three rings and four rings of electrodes and diﬀerent L p (L1.4 and L2 ) norm-based model regularizations.



term because the absolute-value function is not diﬀerentiable around a zero model value. Before performing this minimization, Tikhonov regularization, SIRT or ART methods are used to obtain a ﬁrst a priori model to accelerate the method, and regularization parameters are chosen as in [12,6,11]. These last techniques are quite expensive in terms of computational cost, but their main interest is to provide a reasonably accurate imaging tool even if the algorithm is not as fast as expected. It is a matter of ﬁnding a trade-oﬀ between accuracy and rapidity. Diﬀerent regularization terms based on complex model gradient or Laplacian functions and also diﬀerent levels of compression wavelet operators have been introduced to obtain better object boundaries and faster computations [37]. The system of equations involved in the inverse problem is solved in the compressed domain by applying low-order (Haar) or high-order (for instance a fourth-order orthogonal Daubechies/D4 wavelet basis) wavelet operators to sensitivity matrices and models. High compression rates can reduce memory and computing time by at least one order of magnitude. These wavelet operators can be also taken as ﬁlters to keep large and medium wavelengths in the models and suppress artefacts related to high frequency and spurious short wavelengths in the models. This has been used not only for static problems but also for dynamic problems by adding Wiener, Kalman or Particle type ﬁlters [38,39,36,24,40]. Hierarchical processing procedures from low resolution to high/less smooth accurate solutions is also used to compute a priori solutions obtained by less accurate techniques that are then taken as input into the more accurate techniques. This helps to accelerate the higher-level, complex accurate techniques thanks to low-level accurate techniques taken as pre-processing tools. This is of particular importance when multi-phase ﬂows or heterogeneous models need to be well deﬁned. In [41], image ﬁltering with associative Markov networks can allow to de-blur and improve images, in particular for twophase interfaces. In this study, we present a least-square method that minimizes a misﬁt function, in which the damping regularization term can be deﬁned as an L p norm of the model perturbation for 1 < p ⩽ 2 . This method has been implemented and added into our general parallel framework TOMOFAST-X [42] that has more extended multi-physics joint inversion purposes than the initial parallel inversion TOMOFAST3D code implemented in [43] for potential ﬁeld-based inversion techniques. The ﬁnal goal of TOMOFAST-X, which is a high extension of TOMOFAST3D to joint inversions, is to improve geological reconstructions and images by introducing joint multi-physics inversion techniques, structural and similarity constraints as well as petrophysical and geological uncertainty analysis. In TOMOFAST-X for now we added the L p norm regularization only for ECT tomography, but it could be applied too in a near future to joint inversions with diﬀerent physics. For high values of p close to 2, solutions are smoothed, and for lower pvalues solutions may present sharper shapes mainly concentrated at the boundaries of the objects to be retrieved. Some authors have developed other algorithms to minimize the L p norm based on the Iterative reweighted least-square (IRLS) method [44]. More recently, [45] reviewed diﬀerent L p minimization algorithms, including IRLS. That algorithm works by making some assumptions on the derivatives of functions that are L2 close to the minimum and L1 far from the minimum. It has interesting properties of convergence but we do not apply it in this work because we are able to deﬁne diﬀerent norms directly in a same least-square procedure in which the damping factor is multiplied naturally by a polynomial that ensures us to retrieve indirectly the L p norm. Here we propose an L p -norm based inversion algorithm that is solved iteratively in the same least-square framework that is used for the pure L2 -norm (Tikhonov) based inversion approach. We show that this is an interesting and relatively simple way of solving the L p regularization term without introducing instabilities, and with a reasonable number of iterations in the inverse problem. We then show that the object boundaries are much better deﬁned than with L2 -norm regularization. We benchmark our algorithm in a conﬁguration with



2. Conﬁguration of the experimental setup To solve the ECT forward problem a set of mutual capacitances Cij are computed for i ≠ j for a current permittivity model ∊ inside the sensor. In previous works [30–32], we used the Very Fast Simulated Annealing global optimization technique to reconstruct 2D averaged images. We reached a reasonable trade-oﬀ between computational speed and accuracy. To solve the forward problem we introduced an optimized and very eﬃcient ﬁnite-volume method (FVM) that provides results as similar and accurate as ﬁnite-element methods (FEM) [30] based on triangular element discretization. Commonly these 2D average inversions are performed for fast reconstruction conveniences. But in many applications it is important to know more precisely the dynamics of the mixtures and the capacitance values measured at the electrodes. The calculation of three-dimensional solutions of the direct problem is then necessary mainly because of the 3D geometrical divergence of the solution, which inﬂuences the calculation of the gradients at the electrodes and subsequently the accuracy of the computed capacitances. Here, we solve the 3D forward problem by extending the previous 2D version of the ﬁnite-volume method (FVM) to a cylindrical conﬁguration. This 3D new version will be described brieﬂy. In this context, the undetermined solutions at the central axis of the cylinder are naturally eliminated because ﬂuxes through the axis have a null measure. ﬂexible as compared to ﬁnite-element methods. Three diﬀerent kinds of calculations are performed in order to get better insight of the performance of the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm involved in both the forward problem and the least-square (LSQR) inversion method of [46]. A ﬁrst series of tests is performed with diﬀerent mesh resolutions to show the related number of iterations until convergence is achieved. Simulations are performed in presence of four small air bubbles (permittivity of air bubbles being ∊ = 1, with 1 cm bubble radii) present in an oil matrix (∊ = 2 ). Then synthetic inversions are performed for diﬀerent resolutions, damping factors, and norms involved in the misﬁt function to minimize (L1.4 and L2 ). We aim at reconstructing images using three designs of a capacitance multi-sensor of 20 cm high with one plane of nel= 12 electrodes (10 cm high each), three planes of nel = 12 electrodes (3.333 cm high each electrode) or even four planes of electrodes (2.5 cm each). The two planes case is not shown here because the drastic improvement of images appears when three planes conﬁguration is taken instead of one plane conﬁguration. All the results are obtained for the multi-sensor conﬁguration described in Fig. 1. To compute the related electrical potential ﬁelds and electrical capacitance, a cylindrical mesh and realistic material permittivity distributions are considered. The height of the sensor is H = 20 cm, and the electrodes are 10 cm long (L = 10 cm) from H1 = 5 cm to H2 = H1 + L = 15 cm. Here, in a ﬁrst approach, we make the assumption that gaps between electrodes are extremely tiny compared to the resolution spacing of the mesh, and we consider 430
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